
 

 

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY 

The general structure of the site www.k-polygone.com and www.k- 

polygone.org, as well as texts, graphics, images, sounds and videos composing 

it, are the property of the K-POLYGONE or its partners. 

 
The general structure of the site www.k-polygone.com and www.k- 

polygone.org, as well as texts, graphics, images, sounds and videos composing 

it, are the property of the K-POLYGONE or its partners. 

 
The Code of intellectual property protects it, particularly by those of its 

provisions to the literary and artistic property to the intellectual property rights 

and the protection of databases. These rights are the exclusive property of K- 

POLYGONE. The Code of the property intellectual divines under the terms of 

article L.122 - 5, on one hand, copies or reproductions strictly reserved for use 

in private of the copyist and not intended for collective use and, on the other 

hand, the analyses, and short quotations in a goal an example and illustration. 

Similarly, article L.342 - 3 of the Code of intellectual property divines as 

extraction or re-use insubstantial one database content part one made 

available to the public by its owner. 

 
Therefore, any representation or reproduction, unauthorized site K- 

POLYGONE, by any means whatsoever, is strictly prohibited under penalty of 

prosecution. The offender make to civil and criminal penalties, including the 

penalties imposed by article L.335 - 2 of the Code of intellectual property. 

 
Any other use not expressly referred to herein, or permitted by contract with 

K-POLYGONE, is not permitted and requires express consent written and prior 

K-polygon. You are not permitted outside the uses expressly granted above, 

including: to reproduce brands and logos of K-POLYGONE, carry hypertext 

links deep on any element of the K-POLYGONE site other than the home page. 

 
Important: This website has been created by Econume. By using this 

website, you agree to the terms of use described above, without prejudice to 

all contractual or edictal nature remedies that may be exercised by K- 

POLYGONE.  Any  dispute  concerning  interpretation  or  execution  one 

http://www.k-polygone.com/
http://www.k-polygone.com/


 

 

contractual commitment to this site will be the exclusive authority of the 

Canada courts by application of the Canada law. 

 
The terms of this section being likely evolve, users are requested to go see 

regularly. 

 
Chief Executive Officer 


